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GETTING STARTED
Installing the game
After inserting the CD into the drive, the installation of State of
Emergency will start automatically and you will be presented with a
screen asking you if you want to INSTALL the game (the PLAY option will be
disabled at this time, the EXIT option will get rid of this screen).

1. Click INSTALL,

2. Choose the language you want the game to be displayed in,

3. Click NEXT to continue with the default installation type (change the
options if you know better) and then sit back while the game installs,

4. Leave the ‘view ReadMe file’ tickbox checked if you want to read the
latest updates contained within the game’s ‘readme’ file,

5. Check the ‘Start State of Emergency’ tick box if you want the game to
run when you click the FINISH button,

6. Click FINISH for the readme file to be displayed and the game to
start running 

Note:If the Autorun function on your CD-ROM drive is not enabled, you can
start the installation process by double-clicking on the AUTORUN.EXE pro-
gram found on the State of Emergency CD.

Starting the Game
With the State of Emergency CD already in the drive either start the game
by clicking on Start Menu and then on Programs > Gathering > State of
Emergency > State of Emergency OR by simply inserting the CD in the drive
and clicking on the PLAY option shown on the first menu displayed.

Uninstalling the Game
With the State of Emergency CD already in the drive either uninstall the
game by clicking on Start Menu and then on Programs > Gathering >
State of Emergency > Uninstall OR by simply inserting the CD in the drive
and clicking on the UNINSTALL option shown on the first menu displayed.

The Official Story of the
Corporation’s Rise to Power
2010: We accepted that the only way the global economy could successfully sustain

growth through a period of environmental deterioration was to give more power to big

business.

2015: It was learned that there was no longer a need for elections and that for years

the democratic process had given us only a weak government.

2019: The media was nationalized to ensure that productivity and happiness were pro-

moted by appropriate reporting of events.

2023: Opposition to authority was liquidated permanently, and the Corporation took

complete control. This period saw sustained growth of our economy. The people were

happy and they knew it. Business flourished, and despite many environmental problems,

our economy grew threefold.

2029: An attempt by work shy non-believers to rebel was crushed by the security

forces. The people rejoiced, for they knew they were being taken care of better than they

could take care of themselves.

Now, in 2035: More weak and ignorant lowlifes are attempting to challenge the

authority of the Corporation. A State of Emergency has been declared and they will learn

the error of their ways. They must not be allowed to stand in the way of progress.

INTRODUCTION
The Corporation is clamping down on organized resistance and restricting movement

across    the city to counter the spread of revolt. 0

It is up to you to attack the Corporation and its minions, to ultimately destabilize and

destroy them.

Beginning in the Capitol City Mall, you play one of five civilians caught in the middle of

the riot. Approached by a freedom fighter from the underground resistance movement,

Freedom, you decide to join this organized resistance and using whatever weapons you

can find, fight back against the Corporation security forces. Only by mastering both

hand-to-hand combat and more lethal weaponry will you succeed in overthrowing the

Corporation and restoring democracy.

Choose to play through 118 missions set across four areas of the city in the Revolution

Mode, or play Chaos Mode where the aim is to score points and the best way to score is

to smash, destroy and kill.

Success in these modes unlocks new levels, playable characters and game modes. 

You can also challenge your friends or play co-operatively in State of Emergency’s

unique Multiplayer Modes (additional Game controllers required).
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MAIN MENU: GAME SELECT MODE
After the introductory sequence you will be presented with the Main
Menu.

Navigate around the Menus using the Mouse or the Cursor Keys, using
Enter to select, and ESC to deselect and cancel (OR Right Cursor Key to
select and Left Cursor Key to deselect). Select a game mode from this
menu. There are five main game modes to choose from: Chaos, Revolution,
Multiplayer, High Scores and Options. Each of these game modes is
described in more detail later on in this manual.

QUICK START
To get straight into the action, Press Enter to select the Chaos mode,
then enter a name, choose a character and a level then select the Kaos
Option. The game will then start.

The aim of Kaos Mode is to score points by fighting and killing
Corporation security forces and Gangs and damaging and destroying
buildings and cars.
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Pause / Options
During gameplay you can pause the action by pushing Enter, and display your game stats

and current objective, if any.

You may also access the options menu, during gameplay, by pushing ESC, which will allow

you to change the Audio and Gore options, load/save a game or quit to the main menu.

Movement
Walk, Run: Move your character around using the W, A, S and D keys.

Dash: You can also sprint around for short periods by pushing SPACE while running.

Camera Control
Pan Camera: Pan the camera around your character with the mouse. 

Center Camera: Center the camera behind your character by pushing SHIFT.

Pick Up/Drop/Throw
Pick Up: Position your character next to a weapon or object, a colored circle will

appear if it can be picked up. Then push MOUSE BUTTON 3 to pick it up.

Discard: When carrying a weapon or object push MOUSE BUTTON 3 to drop it. You will

automatically discard weapons when they are out of ammunition.

Throw: All carried objects can be thrown, as can Lobbed Weapons (Molotov Cocktails

and Grenades). When carrying an object or Lobbed weapon, push MOUSE BUTTON 1 to throw.

BASIC CONTROLS
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Hand to Hand Combat
Punch: Push MOUSE BUTTON 1 while unarmed to punch. Push MOUSE BUT-
TON 1 repeatedly to perform a Four Punch Combo.

Kick: Push MOUSE BUTTON 2 to kick. Push MOUSE BUTTON 2 repeatedly to
perform a Four Kick Combo. You can also perform kick attacks while
holding weapons and guns.

Quick Combos: While unarmed push MOUSE BUTTON 1 twice, then
MOUSE BUTTON 2 for Quick Combo A. While unarmed push MOUSE BUTTON 2
twice, then MOUSE BUTTON 1 for Quick Combo B.

Back Attack: While unarmed, push MOUSE BUTTON 1 or 2 and push the
movement key in the opposite direction to the way your character is fac-
ing to perform a Back Attack.

Attack Prone Enemy: You can attack enemies when they are
knocked down, prone on the ground. Position yourself over them then
push MOUSE BUTTON 1 to punch down on them or MOUSE BUTTON 2 to stamp
on them.

360 Attack: While unarmed, push E to perform the 360 Attack. This
will knock back all enemies around you, but barely damages them.

Grab Attack: While unarmed push MOUSE BUTTON 1 and MOUSE BUTTON
2 and push the movement key towards an opponent to grab them, then
repeatedly push MOUSE BUTTON 1 for Grab Attack A or MOUSE BUTTON 2
for Grab Attack B.

Dash Tackle: While unarmed and dashing (push SPACE) push MOUSE
BUTTON 2 to perform a Dash Tackle. This will knock opponents down and
disarm them.

Quick Recovery: When knocked down, push MOUSE BUTTON 1 repeat-
edly to get to your feet quickly.

Recovery Attack: When knocked down, and an opponent is near,
push MOUSE BUTTON 2 repeatedly to perform a Recovery Attack and get
to your feet quickly while attacking your opponent.

Shake Free: When an opponent has grabbed you, push MOUSE BUTTON 1
or MOUSE BUTTON 2 repeatedly to shake free.

Handheld Weapon Combat
Swipe: Push MOUSE BUTTON 1 while holding a handheld weapon to Swipe.
Push MOUSE BUTTON 1 repeatedly to perform Swipe Combos. You can per-
form Kick/Swipe Combos by repeatedly pushing MOUSE BUTTON 2 while
holding a handheld weapon. You can also swipe down on knocked down
opponents by pushing MOUSE BUTTON 1 when standing over a prone enemy.
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Two Handed Object Combat
You can pick up many Street Furniture objects in State of Emergency and use these as

weapons. They can be thrown by pushing MOUSE BUTTON 1; used to attack opponents by

pushing MOUSE BUTTON 2; and also smashed down on knocked down opponents by pushing

MOUSE BUTTON 1 when standing over a prone enemy.

Gun Combat
Firing: While holding a Gun push MOUSE BUTTON 1 to Fire a single shot or burst if an 

automatic weapon, and hold MOUSE BUTTON 1 to keep firing. Different guns have different 

ranges, whilst some such as the Tazer are only effective at close range.

Stand and Shoot: If you hold down MOUSE BUTTON 1 while standing still then you 

will Stand and Shoot and can now pivot on the spot by pushing the movement keys to

shoot 
all around your character. To start moving again release MOUSE BUTTON 1 and push the 

movement keys.

Run and Shoot: If while running and holding a Gun, you push MOUSE BUTTON 1 you

will Run and Shoot, and can fire a gun while still moving. To switch to Stand and Shoot,

simply release the movement keys to stand still. 

Precision Aiming: To aim more precisely push and hold C when holding a gun. The

camera will zoom in on your character and you can now pivot slowly and aim precisely

using the movement keys.

Strafing: You can strafe while holding a gun by pushing SHIFT. The camera will lock

behind you and you can now move left/right forward/back with the movement keys with-

out turning. Pushing MOUSE BUTTON 1 will fire your weapon.

Strafe Pivot: While you are Strafing you can still turn your character by using

Strafe Pivot. While holding the Strafe Button (SHIFT key); move the mouse left or right to

pivot.

Shooting Prone Opponents: You can shoot downwards at knocked down oppo-

nents by positioning your character over the prone enemy and pushing MOUSE BUTTON 1.

Toggle Map
You can toggle the In-game Map on
and off by pushing F. Your character

is shown as a yellow arrow pointing

in the direction you are facing on
this map, while opponents are shown

as red dots. The Map is not available

in Multiplayer Modes.
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CHAOS MODE
Chaos Mode is a fast and furious mode of play, where there are no mis-
sions to complete, and the primary objective is to score points. You are
awarded points for:

• Killing Corporation forces and gang members.

• Destroying property: buildings, cars and street furniture.

• Successfully completing objectives.

You cannot save a game midway through in Chaos Mode. If you quit then
the game is over. You can load and save your options configuration and
any new modes of play you have unlocked by choosing Load or Save from
Options. If you manage to achieve a high score in any of the Chaos Modes
then you get the chance to enter your name and have it added to the High
Score tables. Achieving target scores in each of the Chaos Modes
unlocks new levels, and game modes.

kaos
In Kaos Mode, a countdown timer is constantly running and must be
topped up by completing stages and collecting Time Pickups. If this time
runs out, or your health reaches zero the game will end, your final
score will be calculated, and you will have the opportunity to enter
your name on the High Score table, if your score is good enough.

TIME PICKUP
These golden tokens appear throughout the map and are spawned from
killed opponents. You can pick them up simply by running into them and
the amount of time awarded is indicated when you do so. 

health pickups
These green and white tokens appear throughout the map and are
spawned from killed opponents. You must keep your health topped up to
continue playing the Kaos Mode games.

As well as a score bonus, you will also be rewarded with a 50% health
boost for successfully completing an objective.

Threats
Throughout Kaos Mode, Threats appear in the map. These consist of one
or more opponents whose objective is to hunt you down and kill you.
Threat characters are indicated in-game by a red skull and crossbones
symbol above their head. 
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Toggle Map
You can toggle the In-game Map on and off by pushing F. Your character is shown as a yel-

low arrow pointing in the direction you are facing on this map, while opponents are shown

as red dots. The Map is not available in Multiplayer Modes.

Score Multipliers
At certain points in Kaos Mode, a Score Multiplier will be active for a short while. This

appears on the game display below your score and indicates that the item named is worth

its normal score multiplied by the bonus value indicated while it is displayed. For example

if cars x3 appears on the display, then you should switch your attention to destroying

vehicles as every one destroyed will be worth their normal score multiplied by three.

Civilian Penalties
At certain points in Kaos Mode, the warning Civilian Penalty appears on the game display.

When this is active, you are penalized points for every civilian you kill.

Stages
Each Kaos Mode level is divided into stages. In order to move up Stages in Kaos Mode, you

must achieve a certain target score, which is indicated on the game display. When you

reach a new stage a message appears briefly on the screen informing you of this and you

are rewarded with a bonus amount of time and health. Be aware though that the opponents

you face get tougher the further you get.

Completing Kaos Mode Levels
Each Kaos Mode Level has a Level Target score that must be achieved to complete it.

Although the game will continue beyond this point and much higher scores can be achieved,

reaching the Level Goal will unlock the next level in Chaos Mode.

fixed time games
Fixed Time Games play exactly like Kaos Mode games, except there are no Time Pickups in

the levels, and you play for a fixed time only- either 3 minutes or 5 minutes. There are no

objectives in Timed Games. Achieving Level Goals in Fixed Time games unlocks new modes of

chaos play.

unlimited time
This mode is not available from the start and must be unlocked for all levels by complet-

ing every Level in the Kaos Mode. Unlimited Time plays exactly like Kaos Mode, except there

is no timer or Time Pickups, you can play for as long as your health holds out. Unlimited

Time has a higher level of difficulty than the previous modes.
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Last Clone Standing
The Corporation has created clones of their genetically modified enforcers,and released them into the streets of Capitol City. These creatures arehalf-man, half-robot but 100% evil. The citizens of Capitol City have lockedthemselves indoors as protection against the hundreds of clones that havetaken over the streets. Luckily these horrific mutations are not yet armed,so now is the time for action.

This mode is not available from the start and must be unlocked for eachlevel by achieving Level Goal scores in Timed games for that level. In thisunique game, you must try and kill all of the clones in the level in thefastest time possible. The timer on the game display counts up from zero,while a separate counter indicates the number of opponents remaining. Whenyou have only ten opponents remaining, a radar will appear on the gamedisplay to help you find the last few. This radar will become ‘hotter’ (i.e.red and flashing) the closer you are to an opponent. The game ends whenyou kill the last opponent and if you have achieved a fast time, you havethe opportunity to enter your name on the Last Clone Standing High Scoretable.

Timed Last Clone Standing
This mode is not available from the start and is unlocked for each Level byachieving Level Goal scores in Timed games for that level. In this version ofLast Clone Standing you must kill 200 other characters within 3 minutes.The game ends when your time runs out, or if you manage to kill everyone,in which case any remaining time will be added to your score. If you haveachieved a good score you have the opportunity to enter your name on theTimed Last Clone High Score table.

strategies for Kaos mode
• Keep moving!

• Learn when to fight, and when to run!

• You score more points and are rewarded with more health and time pick-ups for killing opponents when unarmed, than when using a gun.
• Try using hand-to-hand combat early on, when there are less well-armedopponents to fight against.

• Mastering Strafe will greatly improve your gun skills.

• You are also awarded score bonuses for performing Quick Combos andGrab Attacks.

• Keep your eye out for Score Multipliers, if you can take advantage of
them, you can greatly boost your score.

• Completing objectives awards you with big scores, and 50% health.
• Learn where different types of weapon, health and time pickups frequent-ly appear, and the quickest routes between them.

• Learn how to quickly aim and shoot the Grenade Launcher and the RocketLauncher to maximize fast scoring. Watch out for civilian penalties
though!

REVOLUTION
Revolution Mode features unique missions spread over four levels. As you complete mis-

sions, 
you will unlock new ones, while completing all the missions in a level will unlock new lev-

els and playable characters.

starting or continuing a revolution game
Select a name from the list of SAVED GAMES or choose an empty slot and enter a new name

to begin a new game. State of Emergency supports five unique Revolution Game slots. To

enter a name, simply type it in using the keyboard.  Use BACKSPACE to delete a letter, and

ENTER to accept your chosen name. You can erase Saved Game slots by highlighting them

then pushing the DEL button.



choosing a character and level
At the start of the game only McNeil and Libra are available to play.
Three further characters can be unlocked by successfully completing
levels in the Revolution Game. 

You can also choose which level to play, although at the start of the
Revolution Game only the Capitol City Mall is available. Push ENTER to 
select a character and level and ESC to deselect and go back. 

revolution game rules
missions
Tasks in State of Emergency are presented as a series of missions
grouped together into storylines and climaxing in an important Freedom
objective. Sets of storylines must be completed to unlock others and
eventually to reach the ultimate goal of the level.

mission givers
At the start of a Revolution game you will see a Freedom Agent directly
in front of you, 

and the Mission Arrow will point towards him. Run up to this Mission
Giver and push MOUSE BUTTON 1 to speak to him. He will brief you on the
objectives of the Mission. Use the CURSOR KEYS to scroll the text up and
down and push ENTER to Accept the Mission or ESC to reject it. 

Once you have accepted a Mission, it begins immediately and the Mission
Arrow will point towards your immediate goal. If you reject a Mission,
you are free to find another Mission Giver and attempt his missions. Each
Mission Giver is colour coded, to help you distinguish between different
storylines.

If you fail a mission then you can choose to return to the Mission Giver
and replay it, or find another Mission Giver and play an alternative sto-
ryline. The Mission Arrow will point to the nearest Mission Giver whenev-
er you are not playing a mission. if you complete a mission then you can
return to the Mission Giver to be briefed on the next mission, unless you
have completed all of his objectives, in which case you should find a
new Mission Giver. 
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saving/loading
State of Emergency utilizes both autosave and manual save features. After completing

any mission in Revolution Mode, save your progress manually by accessing the in-game

options menu, by pressing ESC, and selecting save. If you decide to quit out, or you die

while playing 
a Revolution Mode game, your game progress will be automatically saved.

Note that once you have completed a particular mission you will not be able to replay

it on that Save game.

health
Killing Corporation officers and Gang members rewards you with green and white Health

pickups. In addition, health is awarded for successful completion of a mission.

Occasionally health is also spawned within a mission. If your health falls to zero, you

will die and then be presented with the option to ‘replay that level’ or ‘restart’.

Choosing ‘replay that level’ will return you to the entrance to the level with your mis-

sion progress reverting to the last saved point, while ‘restart’ will take you back to

the main menu.

mission arrow
The mission arrow always points towards your next goal in the mission you are playing.

It automatically updates as the mission situation changes, and follows moving targets.

Be careful, however, as the arrow points to objectives ‘as the crow flies’ which is not

necessarily the shortest, most direct route. You will need to familiarise yourself with

the layout of each level to achieve certain, time-critical missions. 

The mission arrow is colour coded to match the color of the storyline you are playing

and the Mission Giver who gave you the objectives, and will usually return you to that

agent, unless you have completed that storyline.

types of missions
There are several varied types of mission in the game, including: 

• In Kill missions you must hunt and kill one or more targets. Some kill missions must

be achieved quickly before the targets flee to safety.

• In Steal missions you must find and steal an important item from the Corporation and

return it to friendly agents, or your safe-house base.

• Escort missions involve you escorting and protecting a friendly agent as they 

complete objectives. 

• Protect missions involve protecting one or more friendly characters or defending a

building from invasion. You will fail these missions if the character(s) are killed or

Corporation agents enter the building.

• In Rescue missions you must rescue a friendly agent or civilian from the Corporation,

and usually escort them to safety.

• Destroy missions involve attacking and destroying a building, often a key 

Corporation building.
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Target Identifiers
During Revolution Game play, critical characters and objects are
marked with color-coded targets: 

• Red indicates a target, building or object you must kill or destroy to
achieve an objective.

• Blue indicates a friendly target, building or object. You must usually
protect or defend these as part of the objective of the mission.

• Yellow indicates a neutral character or object. 

threat identifiers
Any opponent that has seen you and decided to attack you is indicated
in the game by a red triangle appearing above their head. During the
game, you can avoid patrolling Corporation officers, by staying out of
their line of vision, but if they see you then a Threat Identifier will
appear above them.

mission pickups
Some missions require you to steal important items such as documents
or medicine from the Corporation and return with them to friendly
agents. These items are usually carried by Corporation agents and are
dropped when the agent is killed. They can then be picked up, simply by
running over them, whereupon an icon will appear on the Game Display.
When you return to the resistance agent, the item will automatically be
handed over, and the icon will disappear from the display.

mission objects
In some missions you must obtain larger objects such as crates of
weapons. A target indicates these objects, and you can pick them up by
pushing the MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON and drop them by pushing the MIDDLE
MOUSE BUTTON again. When you return a Mission Object to the agent who
needs it, it is automatically removed from your hands. Be careful as
Mission Objects can be destroyed by enemies, in which case you will usu-
ally fail the mission. Some Mission Objects must be stolen from stores
by smashing a window, whereupon the object flies out of it and can then
be picked up.

Power-ups
At certain points in the game, temporary Power-ups will appear as spin-
ning icons. These Power-ups can be picked up and activated by running
over them. For more details on their effects see the Power-ups section
towards the end of this manual.
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strategies for revolution game
• Patrolling Corporation Officers are on the lookout for troublemakers. They will pur-

sue and attack anyone carrying a weapon, so if you wish to avoid confrontation, try

dropping your weapon before you go past them.

• When surrounded by opponents and unarmed, use the 360° Attack move to knock every-

one down, and get away.

• Catch fleeing targets with the Dash Tackle. This move is also a great way to disarm 

opponents quickly.

• When escorting or protecting allies, focus on attacking and disarming any armed

aggressors. You will distract opponents from attacking your allies by attacking them

yourself.

• When escorting allies, sprint ahead to clear a path for them. Be careful, however, if

you get too far ahead, they may be attacked without you noticing. 

• Corporation Officers will always try to protect fellow officers. You can distract them

from their duties by attacking one of their buddies.

• Be precise when aiming heavy weaponry. Make sure you have a clear shot before firing

the Rocket Launcher, as it explodes on contact.

• If you get stuck, try playing the mission in a different way. Perhaps there are less

opponents on another route?
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GAME PROGRESSION
CHARCTER/LEVEL PROGRESSION: CHAOS MODE

character progressions

LEVEL progressions

LAST CLONE STANDING UNLOCKING

character name when is the character available?

mcneil available from the start

libra available from the start

spanky available after completing the mall in revolution mode

Freak available after completing chinatown in revolution mode

bull available after completing east side in revolution mode

map order when is the map available? score to reach

the mall available from the start 250000

chinatown available after completing the mall in kaos mode 500000

east side available after completing chinatown in kaos mode 1000000

corporation available after completing East Side in kaos mode 1500000

map order score to reach

capitol city mall 
(available from the start)

3 minute timed game 100000

5 minute timed game 150000

chinatown
(available after completing 
the mall in kaos)

3 minute timed game 150000

5 minute timed game 200000

east side
(available after completing
chinatown in kaos)

3 minute timed game 150000 

5 minute timed game 250000

corporation central 
(available after completing
east side in chaos)

3 minute timed game 200000

5 minute timed game 300000
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BONUS GAME progressions

CHARC

TER/LEVEL PROGRESSION: REVELOTION MODE

CHARACTER progressions

LEVEL progressions

game name availability

Last Clone Standing available to each map when both timed games for that map 
have been completed

unlimited time available when kaos has been completed in all maps

character name when is the character available?

mcneil available from the start

libra available from the start

spanky available after completing the mall in revolution mode

Freak available after completing chinatown in revolution mode

bull available after completing east side in revolution mode

map order when is the map available?

the mall available from the start

chinatown available after completing the mall in revolution mode

east side available after completing chinatown in revolution mode

corporation central available after completing East Side in revolution mode
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MULTIPLAYER
Multiplayer Game
You have various options for setting up and playing the multiplayer game of
State of Emergency.

When you enter the Multiplayer section you will be presented with various
options:

• Join Session

• Create Session

• Multiplayer Options

Choose Join Session if you know there is a LAN or Internet game already cre-
ated.  If you then choose LAN, the game will automatically search for games
taking place on the LAN and connect you.  If you choose Internet, you will be
prompted to enter the IP address or Server Name so that the host machine
can be traced.

How do I find out what my machine’s IP address is?
If you are connected to the internet, the quickest way would be to use one of
the many IP lookup sites such as:

http://www.ip-calculator.com/

http://www.whatismyipaddress.com/

http://www.my-ip-address.com/

http://www.showmyip.com/

Only use these websites if you feel comfortable in doing so, we do not endorse
their use.

Alternatively, in Windows 95/98 go to the Start menu, go to RUN and enter
WINIPCFG.  This will display a network screen with your IP values showing.  In
Windows 2000 you can go to a DOS prompt and enter IPCONFIG. 

There are various Multiplayer Game Modes you can either Join or Create:
• Kaos

• Last Clone Standing

• Deathmatch or

• Survivor
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Multiplayer Kaos
Firstly, choose whether to play competitively against your opponents with everyone play-

ing for themselves by selecting Multiplayer, or play together in teams by choosing Co-

operative. In Co-operative Kaos, each player can play in one of two teams.

Next choose a time limit for the Kaos game and a level to play in.

Multiplayer Kaos plays exactly like single

player Fixed Time Kaos games. Score as

many points as you can within the time

limit. In Co-operative Kaos, every point

scored is added to your team’s total, and

there is no friendly fire so you cannot

shoot your team mates. If you are killed in

a Multiplayer Kaos game, you must wait 10

seconds before your character will

respawn. You can quit a Multiplayer Kaos

game at any point by pushing ESC and

choosing Quit.

At the end of the game, the final scores will be displayed and you have the option of

replaying that game or returning to the Main Menu.

Multiplayer Last Clone Standing
You can also choose whether to play co-

operatively in teams in this mode, or to play

as individuals. Choose a mode of play and

choose a time limit and a level to 
play in.

Multiplayer Last Clone Standing plays

exactly like single player Timed Last Clone

Standing games. You must kill as many of

the 200 clones in the level as you can, with-

in the time limit. If playing in teams, then

your team’s number of kills will be dis-

played above the total number OF clones

remaining. The winner will be the team with

the most kills when the time runs out.

Deathmatch
In Deathmatch mode every player plays com-

petitively against the others. The first play-

er to reach the specified number of frags in

Deathmath mode will win the game. 

If you are killed during a Deathmatch game,

you will automatically respawn in a new

location.
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As well as fighting each other individually, you can also recruit Civilians to
fight on your side in Deathmatch Mode.  Run up to a civilian and push F and
they will immediately turn into one of your helpers.  Different gangs and sol-
dier types represent different player forces. Once recruited, player helpers
will follow you around, attempt to protect you and fight other player forces
to the death. 

When an opposing force helper is killed, they will release a Helper Power-up.
If you collect this Power-up by running over it, a new helper will instantly be
added to your forces. Helper Power-ups only stay for a short while, and if
not collected they will reappear as a new civilian. 

You can also arm and upgrade your helpers’ weaponry by running over Equip
Helper Power-ups. When you collect an Equip Helper Power-up, every helper in
your force will have their weaponry improved, from melee weapons right up
to heavy weaponry.

The game is won and lost purely on total player frags: you do not score for
killing opposing forces, but recruitment of helpers can greatly increase your
defences. 

At the end of the game, the final scores will be displayed and you have the
option of replaying that game or returning to the Main Menu.

Survivor
You can also choose whether to play co-
operatively in teams in this Mode, or to
play as individuals. 

If you choose Co-operative play, then each
player must chose which team they wish
to play on in the multiplayer options
menu.

The objective of Survivor is to stay alive as long as possible. You must fight
for your survival against armed clones. Starting the level with no weapon,
your best chance is to steal a weapon from the Clones. 

Watch out for enemies sent to chase you down. The winner will be the individ-
ual or team whose player lasts longest.

At the end of the game, the longest survival time will be displayed and you
have the option of replaying that game or returning to the Main Menu.
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HIGH SCORES
By selecting this option from the Main Menu, you can view all of the High Score tables

for Chaos Mode. Firstly select which map you wish to view the High Scores for by push-

ing ENTER then choose the Chaos Mode you wish to view. You can go back at any time by

pushing ESC. 

The Options menu is accessible by pressing ESC. It allows you to change the following

settings:

Audio
FX Volume
Change the volume level of sound effects in the game by highlighting this option then

moving the slider up or down by pressing left or right on the Cursor Keys.

Music Volume
Change the volume level of music in the game by highlighting this option then moving 

the slider up or down by pressing left or right on the Cursor Keys.

Gore
Choose how graphically violent you wish the game to be, by turning Gore on or off.

Load and Save
Save your progress (overwriting all previous savegame data!!) or Load in a previously 

made save.

Quit
Quits the current game

IN GAME OPTIONS
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PLAYER 
CHARACTERS

There are five playable characters in State of Emergency, although only
McNeil and Libra are unlocked at the start of the game. You can unlock the
other three characters by completing Levels in the Revolution Game. Each
character has subtly different play styles and varied, exciting combo and
grab moves.

Roy McNeil A.K.A. “Mack”
A disgruntled ex-cop who refused
to carry out the Corporation’s
brutal enforcement methods.

Anna Price A.K.A “Libra”
A lawyer who hates the Corporation
for their efforts to get her to sell

out her Freedom clients.

Ricky Trang A.K.A “Freak”
Orphaned in High School when his

parents were arrested as political
dissidents by Corporation Security.

Hector Soldado A.K.A “Spanky”
A charismatic ex-gang member who
has tired of the Corporation’s treat-
ment of innocents.

Eddy Raymonds A.K.A “Bull”
Ex-sports star who refused to participate 
in Corporation-sponsored Match fixing 
and was jailed as a consequence.
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CAPITOL CITY FACTIONS
freedom movement

the corporation

the gangs 

the mall rats

jade hill gang

3rd street killaz

civilians

muerte 13

skinheads
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CAPITOL CITY 
LOCATIONS
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capitol city mall

Chinatown

EAST SIDE

corporation central
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WEAPONS
Handheld Weapons
Handheld weapons vary in effectiveness, from club
type weapons such as Batons and Baseball Bats to
more lethal bladed weapons such as Meat Cleavers
and Swords.

Pistol
Low on power, the semi-automatic pistol is useful
against individuals, but less effective when faced with
a group of armed Corporation officers.

Uzi
A small, light submachine gun, with rapid firing, the 
Uzi packs a punch at close range, but only delivers
limited damage.

AK47 Kalashnikov
This Russian built assault rifle has a shorter range
than the M16, but can be very powerful against
groups of opponents.

Shotgun
With a large cone of fire, but a short range,
the Shotgun is best used against groups of
charging opponents.

M16 Assault Rifle
The assault rifle of choice, the M16 can be used to
pick off enemies at a distance or as a powerful
machine gun for strafing manoeuvres.

Mini-Gun
Normally seen mounted on the front of Helicopter
Gunships, the impressive range and awesome firepower
of this modified Mini-Gun will literally carve through
groups of adversaries.

Grenade Launcher
Whilst requiring practice to master the lobbing
action, the Grenade Launcher can quickly lay down
volleys of grenades, bringing explosive destruction to
everything in its path.

Rocket Launcher
The ultimate explosive weapon, the awe-inspiring destructive

power of this Anti-Tank missile launcher will reduce buildings to

rubble and cars to burning hulks. Be careful with aiming, how-

ever, as the rockets are designed to explode on contact.

Tear Gas Launcher
Similar in technique to firing the Grenade Launcher, this gun lobs tear gas

grenades, which will soon fill the streets with debilitating smoke. Be

aware though, that Tear Gas will also affect your character and any

friendly agents in the area.

Flame-thrower
The ultimate close combat weapon, the Flame-thrower emits a

huge spout of liquid fire, covering anyone or anything that gets

caught in its deadly discharge.

Grenades
Careful aiming and good timing are required to maximize the effectiveness

of these single use grenades.

Molotov Cocktails
While less powerful than grenades, Molotov Cocktails require less accura-

cy and can be used to cover a group of opponents in blazing petrol.

Tazer
Like a cattle prod with extra oomph, the high voltage touch of the Tazer

will leave adversaries on the ground, writhing in agony.

Pepper Spray
Originally developed for self-defence purposes, the toxicity of the noxious

gas in this aerosol has been increased to lethal proportions.

Street Furniture
As well as the varied arsenal of weaponry at your disposal,

many items of street furniture in State of Emergency can also

be used with deadly force. Trashcans, debris, signs, park bench-

es, even traffic cones- if it isn’t nailed down, it can probably be

thrown or used to bludgeon.
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POWER UPS
State of Emergency features various Power-ups in different Game Modes.
These appear for a short while in game as spinning icons. When collected
they will boost the player’s abilities as detailed below.

Body Armor 
When this Power-up is collected an icon will appear on the
game display. While it is active, Body Armor temporarily
reduces the amount of damage your character takes.

Infinite Ammo
When this Power-up is collected an icon will appear on the
game display. While it is active, Infinite Ammo temporarily
gives your character unlimited ammunition.

Punch Decapitate
When this power-up is collected an icon will appear on the
game display. While it is active, Punch Decapitate temporari-
ly turns all of your punches into lethal weapons, knocking
your opponents' heads clean off.

Helper
When this Power-up is collected a Helper character will be
immediately spawned next to your character. This Helper
will fight on your side, try to protect you and ultimately
fight to the death.

Equip Helpers
This Power-up is only available in Deathmatch games. When
collected this Power-up will upgrade the weaponry of all of 
your Helpers. Any unarmed Helpers will be given melee
weapons, whilst armed Helpers weaponry will be upgraded
to more 
powerful armaments.

Bomb
In Deathmatch mode there is a pick-up with a bomb icon on
it.  Go through it to trigger a suicide bomber who runs
directly towards your nearest opponent and then explodes.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Every effort has been made to make our products as compatible with current hardware as 
possible. However if you are experiencing problems with running of one of our titles you may 
contact our Technical Support staff.

Before contacting Technical Support, please be prepared. In order to assist you as efficiently as possi-
ble, we will need to know as much information about your computer and the problem as 
possible. If you can not provide the information in the check list below, then please contact your com-
puter manufacturers technical support department before contacting Take 2 Interactive,
otherwise we will be unable to solve your problem.

THE INFORMATION THAT WE WILL REQUIRE IS AS FOLLOWS :
Contact Details:
• Your name 
• E-mail address

SYSTEM DETAILS:
• PC Brand Name and model 
• Processor speed and manufacturer 
• CD-ROM Drive speed and manufacturer 
• Total amount of system RAM 
• The make and model of your Video Card / 3D Accelerator together with amount of Video RAM 
• The make and model of your Sound Card 
• Mouse and driver information.

Please describe the circumstances, including any error messages, of your problem as clearly as pos-
sible.

NOTE: PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT TAKE 2’S TECHNICAL SUPPORT STAFF IN SEARCH OF GAME HINTS.
They are neither permitted nor qualified to supply such information.

OUR TECHNICAL SUPPORT CONTACT DETAILS:

Look for 24-hour online technical support at our support website:
www.take2games.com/support

Contact us with any support questions or problems at the following e-mail address:
esupport@take2baltimore.com



TO THE DURATION OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY. OWNER DOES NOT REPRESENT, WARRANT OR GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OR THE PER-
FORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE OR ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS OTHER THAN AS SET FORTH IN THE ABOVE LIMITED WARRANTY.
OWNER ALSO DOES NOT REPRESENT, WARRANT OR GUARANTEE THAT THE SOFTWARE OR ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS' CAPABILI-
TIES WILL MEET YOUR NEEDS OR THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL CONTINUOUSLY OPERATE, BE ERROR FREE, OR THAT PROBLEMS WILL
BE CORRECTED. OWNER DOES NOT REPRESENT THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL OPERATE IN A MULTI-USER ENVIRONMENT. NO ORAL OR
WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY OWNER, ITS DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS,
CONTRACTORS OR AFFILIATES SHALL CREATE ANY OTHER WARRANTY OR EXTEND OR EXPAND THE SCOPE OF THIS WARRANTY. YOU
MAY NOT RELY ON ANY SUCH INFORMATION OR ADVICE. SOME TERRITORIES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED
WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS
AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH MAY VARY FROM TERRITORY TO TERRITORY. 

LIABILITY LIMITATION. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, and regardless of whether any remedy set forth here-
in fails of its essential purpose, IN NO EVENT WILL OWNER, ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS OR AFFILIATES NOR
ANYONE ELSE INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOFTWARE OR THE ACCOMPANYING MATE-
RIALS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT OR INDIRECT; INCIDENTAL; OR CON-
SEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURY, PERSONAL PROPERTY, LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS
OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, LOSS OF TEXT OR DATA STORED IN OR USED WITH THE SOFTWARE INCLUDING THE COST OF RECOV-
ERING OR REPRODUCING THE TEXT OR DATA, OR ANY OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS, ARISING FROM OR OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO
USE THIS SOFTWARE. THIS LIABILITY LIMITATION APPLIES EVEN IF YOU OR ANYONE ELSE HAS ADVISED OWNER OR ANY OF ITS
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. EVEN IF SUCH IS CAUSED BY, ARISES OUT OF OR RESULTS
FROM THE ORDINARY, STRICT, SOLE OR CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE OF OWNER OR ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS,
CONTRACTORS OR AFFILIATES. SOME TERRITORIES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSE-
QUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. 

PRODUCT SUPPORT AND UPDATES

This SOFTWARE is intended to be user-friendly and limited product support is provided by Owner as specified in the ACCOMPANY-
ING MATERIALS. 

JURISDICTION. TEXAS LAWS GOVERN THIS AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS OF EACH STATE'S CHOICE OF LAW PRINCIPLES, WITH A FORUM
AND VENUE OF DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS. This Agreement may be modified only by a written instrument specifying the modification
and executed by both parties. In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be unenforceable, such provision
shall be enforced to the greatest possible extent, with the other provisions of this Agreement to remain in full force and effect. 

ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties, and supersedes any oral or written
communications, proposals or prior agreements between the parties or any dealers, distributors, agents or employees. 

TERMINATION. This Agreement is valid until terminated.

This Agreement ceases automatically (without any form of notice) if You do not comply with any Agreement provision. You can also
end this Agreement by destroying the SOFTWARE and ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS and all copies and reproductions of the SOFT-
WARE and ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS and deleting and permanently purging the SOFTWARE from any client server or computer
on which it has been installed. Program Transfer. You may permanently transfer all of your rights under this Agreement, provided
that the recipient agrees to all of the terms of this Agreement, and You agree to transfer all ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS and relat-
ed documents and components and remove the SOFTWARE from Your computer prior. Transferring the SOFTWARE automatically ter-
minates Your license under this Agreement. Equitable Remedies You hereby agree that if the terms of this Agreement are not specif-
ically enforced, Owner will be irreparably damaged, and therefore you agree that Owner shall be entitled, without bond, other secu-
rity, proof of damages, to appropriate equitable remedies with respect any of this Agreement, in addition to any other available reme-
dies. 

OWNER. If You have any questions regarding this Agreement, the enclosed materials, or otherwise, please contact in writing:

Take Two Interactive Software Baltimore

9900 Franklin Square Drive Suite A

Baltimore, MD 21237

(410) 933-9191

Global Star Software and the Global Star Software logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Global Star Software. Take-Two Interactive Software and the A
Take-Two Company logo are trademarks of Take-Two Interactive Software. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and copyrights are properties of their respec-
tive owners. State of Emergency game ©2001-2003 VIS Entertainment plc.  State of Emergency and the State of Emergency logo are trademarks of VIS
Entertainment plc. Microsoft and Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows NT are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks and trade
names are properties of their respective owners. Product of the United Kingdom
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LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY AND LICENSE AGREEMENT

This LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY AND LICENSE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement"), including the Limited Warranty and other spe-
cial provisions, is a legal agreement between You (either an individual or an entity) and Take 2 Interactive Software (the "Owner")
regarding this software product and the materials contained therein and related thereto. Your act of installing and/or otherwise using
the software constitutes Your agreement to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. If You do not agree to the terms of this
Agreement, promptly return the software packaging and the accompanying materials (including any hardware, manuals, other writ-
ten materials and packaging) to the place You obtained them, along with your receipt, for a full refund. 

Grant of Limited Non-Exclusive License. This Agreement permits You to use one (1) copy of the software program(s) (the "SOFT-
WARE") included in this package for your personal use on a single home or portable computer. The SOFTWARE is in "use" on a com-
puter when it is loaded into temporary memory (i.e., RAM) or installed into the permanent memory (e.g., hard disk, CD-ROM, or other
storage device) of that computer. Installation on a network server is strictly  prohibited, except under a special and separate net-
work license obtained from Owner; this Agreement shall not serve as such necessary special network license. Installation on a net-
work server constitutes "use" that must comply with the terms of this Agreement. This license is not a sale of the original SOFT-
WARE or any copy thereof.

Intellectual Property Ownership. Owner retains all right, title and interest to this SOFTWARE and the accompanying manual(s), pack-
aging and other written materials (collectively, the "ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS"), including, but not limited to, all copyrights, trade-
marks, trade secrets, trade names, proprietary rights, patents, titles, computer codes, audiovisual effects, themes, characters, char-
acter names, stories, dialog, settings, artwork, sounds effects, musical works, and moral rights. The SOFTWARE and ACCOMPANY-
ING MATERIALS are protected by United States copyright law and applicable copyright laws and treaties throughout the World. All
rights are reserved. The SOFTWARE and ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS may not be copied or reproduced in any manner or medium,
in whole or in part, without prior written consent from Owner. Any persons copying or reproducing all or any portion of the SOFT-
WARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS, in any manner or medium, will be wilfully violating the copyright laws and may be subject to
civil or criminal penalties.

SOFTWARE Backup or Archiving. After You install the SOFTWARE into the permanent memory of a computer, You may keep and use
the original disk(s) and/or CD-ROM (the "Storage Media") only for backup or archival purposes 

Restrictions. Other than as provided specifically in this Agreement, You are not permitted to copy or otherwise reproduce the SOFT-
WARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS; modify or prepare derivative copies based on the SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS;
distribute copies of the SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS by sale or other transfer of ownership; rent, lease, or lend the
SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS; or to display the SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS publicly. You are expressly
prohibited from transmitting the SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS electronically or otherwise over the Internet or through
any other media or to any other party. You are expressly prohibited from selling or using any characters or other components of the
game for any purpose. You are expressly prohibited from selling or otherwise profiting from any levels, add-on packs, sequels or
other items based upon or related to the SOFTWARE and ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS or created by utilization of the SOFTWARE's
level editor. If you create levels, add-on packs, sequels or other items to the Software using the SOFTWARE's level editor, including
the construction of new levels (collectively, the "Modifications"), you are subject to the following restrictions: (i) the SOFTWARE's
level editor and associated development tools and documentation (collectively "SDK") are considered separate from the SOFTWARE
in the sense that they are not guaranteed or supported by the OWNER. However, the OWNER retains all copyrights and intellectual
rights to the SDK, as stated in this license. (ii) your Modifications must require a full, registered copy of the Software to run; (iii) you
may not distribute a Modification that contains an executable file which has been changed or modified in any way; (iv) your
Modifications must not contain any libelous, defamatory or other illegal material, material that is scandalous or invades the rights
of privacy or publicity of any third party, or contain any trademarks, copyright-protected work or other property of third parties; (v)
your Modifications must be distributed solely for free. Neither you nor any other person or party may sell them to anyone, com-
mercially exploit them in any way, or charge anyone for using them without a license from the OWNER. OWNER encourages non-
commercial distribution of quality Modifications. If you desire to commercially distribute your Modifications, please contact OWNER
at the address below for the terms and conditions under which the Modifications may be commercially distributed; (vi) your
Modifications shall not be supported by the OWNER. The prohibitions and restrictions in this Section apply to anyone in possession
of the Software or any of your Modifications. YOU ARE NOT PERMITTED TO REVERSE ENGINEER, DECOMPILE OR DISASSEMBLE THE
SOFTWARE IN ANY WAY. Any copying of the SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS not specifically allowed in this Agreement is
a violation of this Agreement.

LIMITED WARRANTY AND WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS

LIMITED WARRANTY. Owner warrants that the original Storage Media holding the SOFTWARE is free from defects in materials and
workmanship under normal use and service for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase as evidenced by Your receipt.
If for any reason You find defects in the Storage Media, or if you are unable to install the SOFTWARE on your home or portable com-
puter, You may return the SOFTWARE and all ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS to the place You obtained it for a full refund. This limited
warranty does not apply if You have damaged the SOFTWARE by accident or abuse. 

CUSTOMER'S REMEDY. Your exclusive remedies, and the entire liability of Owner, shall be (i) replacement of any original Storage
Media with the SOFTWARE or (ii) full refund of the price paid for this SOFTWARE. By opening the sealed software packaging,
installing and/or otherwise using the SOFTWARE or ACCOMPANYING MATERIALS, you hereby agree to waive any and all other reme-
dies you may have at law or in equity. Any such remedies you  may not waive as a matter of public policy, you hereby assign, or
shall assign as they become available, over to Owner. 

WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS. EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY SET FORTH ABOVE, OWNER MAKES NO WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ORAL OR WRITTEN, CONCERNING THE PRODUCTS OR ANY COMPONENT PART THEREOF. ANY IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED BY APPLICABLE LAW ARE LIMITED IN ALL RESPECTS TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED AND TO
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